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The Künstlerhaus KM– Halle für Kunst & Medien is pleased to be able to present
new paintings by the German artist André Butzer (b. 1973 in Stuttgart, lives in
Rangsdorf/Brandenburg) in the venue’s main exhibition space.
Here Butzer’s artwork encounters the work by artist Christian Eisenberger, who is
being shown in parallel. Always starting out with an intensive exploration that probes
the boundaries and potentials of painting as a medium, Butzer first generated
awareness with his eye-catching, gesturally expressive, and highly variegated
paintings, which he himself considers to be in the style of “science fiction
expressionism”. Yet while engaging in a continual and consistent process of evolution
and further development, an insidious departure from the significant carrier elements
(spray paint, emoticons of rather similar smileys or skulls, text material, or paint
applied in especially thick strokes) of this sometimes exaggerated but very
memorable language of form has emerged. Pictures followed that were created using
luminous paints and showed angled and coincident motile lines and formations
against a planar, monochrome grey ground. This exploration of colour has increasingly
become based on stringent formal questions related to the representational function
of colour in general. The two painted pieces on show in this exhibition are part of the
series of so-called “N-Bilder” (N-Pictures) initiated in 2010.
All black-and-white paintings in this cycle are united by an alignment to the
incalculable dimension of “N”, which is in turn derived from “NASAHEIM”, another
neologism spawned by the artist. For André Butzer, this “NASAHEIM”—a
constellation of letters elicited from “NASA”, The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, and “Anaheim”, the hometown of Disneyland—is a utopian place,
faraway and beyond reach, comparable to a depot of endless size, where any
conceivable colour is available. The picture itself keeps perishing there, only to
simultaneously re-emerge again and again like a permanent trust. The actual motif is
the image as a whole, connected to the beholder’s perception thereof. It follows that
the paintings evince a stringent continued development within Butzer’s oeuvre, going
back to the formal structures already established in his earlier works. Moreover, the
“N-Bilder” reference the basic pictorial direction and the clear proportions of the
picture beyond worldly geometry. Brushwork, shifts in colour, and fore- and
background of the painting are all ignored, inviting the viewers to precisely discern
the contrasts between chromatic verticals and horizontals that are so constituent for
the pictures.
In answer to the question as to which artistic legacies he finds himself confronted
with, which legacies he could possibly carry forth, and which dead ends might
threaten the working process in order to then arrive at results, Butzer gives the
following reply in the catalogue accompanying the exhibition:
“The legacy does not rest with the artist. The legacy itself is receptive. Art has
existed for three thousand years or more. Surely there is nothing that continues on.
Art is a peaceful dead end, and it must remain a peaceful dead end forever,
otherwise it wouldn’t be art. However, almost no one enters this dead end, that is,
the dead end lets almost no one in, and for good reason.”
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The Künstlerhaus KM–, Halle für Kunst & Medien is pleased to also be presenting
new works by the artist Christian Eisenberger (b. 1978 in Semriach, Austria, lives and
works in Vienna and Semriach) in the main Künstlerhaus exhibition space—
encountering works by the artist André Butzer, shown in parallel.
Eisenberger first attained broader recognition in the first decade of the twenty-first
century thanks to his continual placement of countless painted cardboard boxes in
public space. Depicted here were motifs such as social outsiders like migrants, the
homeless, but also easy-to-identify great minds of global politics. The approach of
working with series continues to be a formative characteristic feature of
Eisenberger’s exuberant artistic practice, which he transfers to all facets of his varied
interests and explorations. It is based on an unbridled experimental stance, with raw,
simple gestures and a “snotty” air, that Eisenberger builds and crafts his large-scale
works of installative nature, often using a wealth of materials. Explored here are
classic art themes such as life, death, or vanitas motifs, yet they are usually accompanied by an aura of incompleteness, chance, and sometimes also a semblance of
caustic humour owing to a revised and subjectivised sense of Dadaism.
For the exhibition at the Künstlerhaus KM–, the artist has specifically worked on a
series of comparatively low-key sculptural and painterly works for he processed the
basic material of wood and the canvases used only minimally and with a very raw
touch. This “leaving-it-almost-untouched” approach taken by Eisenberger has
allowed him to generally succeed in thematising and underscoring the crucial and
reciprocal relationship of dependency between material effect and artistic
intervention so inherent to each and every work of art. Accordingly, the works
compiled at the Künstlerhaus KM– and arranged in an opulent, space-encompassing
installation do not help to clearly verify the origin of the wood employed—whether
its shape was formed through exposure to natural influences at its source, or whether
(and to what degree) it has been subjected to artistic processing by Eisenberger. Of
focus here is a critical questioning of art-related genesis myths and terms of
authorship—having once again topped the agenda of this artist vaunted for his
bustling activity—in addition to issues related to the context dependency of
perception and the pursuit of making visible the operant potentials of auratically
charging objects and materials by exhibiting them in classic contemporary exhibition
venues, as well as the planes of meaning inherent to each transfer of context.
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Exhibitions André Butzer (selection)
"Der wahrscheinlich beste abstrakte Maler der Welt", Kestnergesellschaft, Hannover
(2011)
"André Butzer", Theseus Tempel, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna (2011)
"Viele Tote im Heimatland - Fanta, Sprite, H-Milch, Micky und Donald!", Kunsthalle
Nürnberg, Nuremberg (2009)
André Butzer is represented by Galerie Max Hetzler, Berlin, Galerie Bernd Kugler,
Innsbruck, Metro Pictures, New York, Hiromi Yoshii, Tokyo et al.
Exhibitions Christian Eisenberger (selection):
"Pay your bill under the bridge", Pablo‘s
"Birthday", New York (2014)
Columbo Art Biennale 2012
"HYPERKOLLABORATIVE HYPOTHESENRELEKTOR", ES contemporary art gallery,
Meran (2011)
"Malerei: Prozess und Expansion", MUMOK, Wien (2010)
Christian Eisenverger is represented by Galerie Krinzinger, Vienna, Galerie Konzett,
Vienna, Galerie Altnöder, Salzburg, Galerie TEAPOT, Köln
Press talk: 22.08.2014, 11am
Press download: http://www.km-k.at/de/press/coming_soon/
Contact: Bettina Landl, bl@km-k.at, + 43 (0)316 740084
Opening: 22.08.2014, 6am
Curators talk: 11.09.2014, 6pm
Pulication launch: 04.09.2014, 6pm
An Art Day's Night supporting progam: on Thursdays, 6pm
Please visit: http://www.km-k.at/en/events/current/
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View, studio André Butzer, Rangsdorf/Brandenburg, 2014, photo: Markus Krottendorfer

View, studio Christian Eisenberger, Vienna, 2014, photo: Markus Krottendorfer
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